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About LIGI

LIGI TOOL & ENGINEERING, INC. was founded in 1983 to serve the
various electronic industries with precision machined aluminum and
plastic parts. LIGI quickly became a preferred supplier for neighboring
customers. It now serves all industries nationwide, with precision
machining and industrial engineering solutions. With its innovative
state-of-the- art CNC equipment, LIGI has become one of South
Florida’s leading machine shops.
Since its beginning, the company has prided itself in supplying high
quality, competitively priced machined parts, to some of the world's
most prestigious companies. LIGI has invested significant time and
effort in cultivating lasting relationships with customers. Its strengths
lie in the ability to help customers transform ideas and requirements
into first-rate manufacturing solutions. This process originates on
cutting-edge software platforms and state of-the-art machining
technologies. As machining industry’s hallmark of craftsmanship,
LIGI is the solution to many customer’s machining requirements.
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LIGI Quality Control
“Inspection Department”

CNC– Vision & Touch Probe CMM, (MICRO-VU 1604 UC, 41” X 65” X 15.7”)
(For The Larger Parts)

(Inspection Equipment)
1 – Coordinate Measuring Machine (BROWN & SHARPE)(22" x 30" x 24" on "Z" axis)
1 – CNC– Vision & Touch Probe CMM, (MICRO-VU 1604 UC, 41” X 65” X 15.7”)
2 – Electronic Height Gages (24”) BROWN & SHARP “TESA HITE”
1 – Electronic Height Gage (24”) “FOWLER”
1 – Laser Micrometer, Aeroel, 0-1”
1 – Hardness Tester, Wilson Model 4JR
2 - 72” x 96” Surface Plates
Assorted Sets of Pin Gages, Block Gages, “DELTRONIC” Gage Pins ( 0.0001” Increments)
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LIGI Equipment

CNC Lathes

CNC Milling

5 Axis Milling,
( X = 71”, Y = 41” )

Wire EDM Multi-Axis
( X = 19.5”, Y = 14.5”, Z = 16" )

Whatever your manufacturing requirements, our state-of-the-art
CNC equipment and advanced CAD technology can see your job
through, from start to finish. We can build to your drawings, or
design new solutions that will help you be more productive and
more profitable.
Our computerized, multi-axis Milling and Turning Centers, CNC
Sheet Metal and Wire EDM departments can produce precision
machined parts time after time, on time, every time. Anything that
we can depict on our computer screens, we can most likely,
machine. In fact, we can even machine your photograph on metal.
Ask us about our patented “Ligiography” process.
From design - to prototype - to production; whether it is a simple 2D
part or a complex 5 axis machining operation, we can make it
happen!
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Engineering Software Used At LIGI

AlphaCam Advanced 3D, CAD/CAM System
SolidWorks 2014
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Press Release

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Local manufacturer hopes to soar above a failing industry.
July 14, 2009
Deerfield Beach, FL - Amidst an economy in which the manufacturing industry has been hit
hard, a local manufacturer's recent international certification may set it apart from the host of
shops that recently have closed their doors. LlGI Tool & Engineering announced today its
certification to AS9100, the International Aerospace Quality Standard. In an industry that has
seen employment fall by 1.9 million during the recession - the certification is critical for machine
and tooling companies interested in producing parts for major manufacturers. Large
manufacturers such as Boeing and Lockheed Martin require subcontractors to be AS9100
Certified in order to work on certain aerospace parts.
"This certification will increase our customers' confidence that LlGl's process-oriented approach
will meet or exceed their highest quality requirements”, explained Domenic Mucciacciaro, LlGI
founder and CEO. The stringent requirements of AS9100 certification assures that compliant
manufacturers are in lockstep, providing the same level of high quality products and services.
"Attaining certification represents LlGI's endless commitment to producing precision
workmanship and parts of the utmost quality, particularly in the aerospace industry,"
Mucciacciaro said.
In 1999, LlGI was heavily involved in the manufacturing of precision-machined parts for the
International Space Station. As a result of delivering 100 percent defect-free parts, the company
was nominated by Boeing to compete in, and subsequently won, the Small Business
Association's "Award for Excellence" for the U.S. Southeastern sector. LlGl's AS9100
certification could assist in expanding its relationship with Boeing and other large
manufacturers. AS9100 is based on the ISO9001 :2000 quality management standard, but
entails an additional 80 requirements and 18 augmentations specific to the aerospace industry.
Founded in 1983, LlGI TOOL & ENGINEERING, INC. is a leading machine shop in South
Florida. It operates state-of-the-art, fully computerized manufacturing equipment, and offers vast
know-how, capability and manufacturing expertise.
For more information, please contact Lisa Pumariega at (954) 332-2921 or lisa@ligi.com, or visit
www.ligi.com

